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ABSTRACT
This thesis work is a digital book presenting Chinese international
students’ lives at Rochester Institute of Technology (RIT).
The book introduces detailed information about Chinese students
who are presently attending RIT. There are five main topics
discussed in the book: finding housing around the campus,
commuting and transportation, food and dining, education and
academics at RIT, and extracurricular activities for Chinese
international students at RIT.
The book content is developed based on the research of RIT
Chinese students. It is designed for those who are interested in
as well as those who are considering attending RIT.
Instead of another traditional printed book or brochure, a digital
interactive media design was developed. It is easier to distribute
as compared to a printed book. The book is a combination of
multimedia Including text, audio, video, animation, and interactivity.
The book also explores cross-field design, which integrates graphic
design, motion graphics, interactive design, and digital video.
Keywords

eBook, digital book, iBook, interactive book, cultural difference,
Chinese international students, multimedia integration,
interactive design.
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INTRODUCTION
The numbers of Chinese students who are attending Rochester
Institute of Technology (RIT) in the United States (U.S.) has been
dramatically increasing in past few years. There are still a great
number of potential Chinese students who are interested in the
education and the adventure of studying at RIT.
The potential for a greater number of Chinese students is very real,
yet RIT has not published any official guidebooks or brochures that
present the international students’ lives at RIT. Usually, many of these
Chinese students consult with agencies regarding the education
and campus lives at RIT. While others have to find other avenues
of information such as the Internet and travel guides. However,
the Internet is not always very accurate; and as a result, many of
these seekers receive out-of-date information and even a distorted
perception of life as an RIT student in the U.S.
The goal of the thesis project was to design a guidebook so that
Chinese students would have credible information by presenting
those Chinese students who are studying at RIT. In order to achieve
this, it was, first of all, necessary to gather information from
international students’ guidebooks from various educational
institutions. However, simple text information, which is the most
common format of guidebooks, does not describe the complex
and diverse experiences of studying in a foreign country.
Instead of another traditional printed book or brochure, a digital
interactive media design was developed. As digital books are
portable, they give readers the ability to read anytime or anywhere.
Today’s technologies allow designers to make dynamic digital books.
The use of multi-media allows readers to have multiple sensory
experiences as they are reading. It provides audiences a better
visualization and understanding of what life as a student may be
like on the RIT Campus.
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PROBLEM STATEMENT
For the thesis, a design of an interactive digital book, which
presents experiences of Chinese students who are attending RIT
was proposed. This book explored a new format of the digital book
that gave audiences multiple senses of experience in reading.
It was a combination of multimedia which includes text, audio, video,
animation and interactivity. The book was also a cross-field design
that integrated graphic design, motion graphics, interactive design
and digital video.
The integration of multimedia helped people visualize what life as
a student can be like in the U.S. at RIT.
Specifically, this thesis aimed to explore these problems:
1 Does the book give audiences a better understand of what life
could involve if they choose to study in the U.S.?
2 Does the book assist Chinese international students in preparing
for their life in the U.S.?
3 Does a good graphic design boost audiences’ interest in
the content and the readability of the book?
4 Does the interactive design help the users navigate the book?
5 Does the video integration give audiences an accurate visualization
of the Chinese students’ lives at RIT?
This book did not only present the benefits of studying in the U.S.,
but it also introduced the difficulties and problems of being
an international student in the U.S. It incorporated multimedia;
including text, image, audio and video, into this digital book in order
to present readers a multiple sensory experience which helped them
to understand a realistic life of Chinese students in the U.S.
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REVIEW OF LITERATURE
Book Name

Look, cook, learn: a recipe for improved functionality
in cooking design Review

Author
Date of Publication
Review

Anna Mizer
November 2011
This is a MFA thesis that explores the relationship and differences
between print media and digital media. It illustrates the importance
of the user experience in the book design. It helps readers to learn
how to build the book content structure. It also teaches readers
the information layering, visual layout, and consumer expectations
in the book design.

Book Name

iRead: An Application for Enhanced Reader Navigation
on eReading Tablet Devices

Author
Date of Publication
Review

Sarah Elizabeth Fedigan
May 20, 2011
This article compares the different ways between designing
the traditional print book and the e-book. The project entails three
phases: graphic design, interactive design, and website design.
It gives readers a specific guideline to do my project. It also helps
readers understand how to do a digital book differently from printed
one in researching, writing proposal and designing a digital book.

Book Name

Making a digital book: art, computers, design,
& the production of The Great Central Valley
--California’s heartland

Author
Date of Publication
Review

Johnson, Stephen
1993
This article discusses about the process of the author designing
a digital book called The Great Central Valley. It cooperates design,
creation of graphics, sizing photographs, reflowing text, adapting
to new technologies, photographic scanning, restoration, and color
separation in the book. It helps readers understand how to layout
texts and images content.
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REVIEW OF LITERATURE
Book Name

Digital book design and publishing

Author
Publisher
Date of Publication
Review

Holleley, Douglas
Elmira Heights, N.Y.
2001
This book describes photographs of exemplary artists books
from United States, Australia and Europe. It discusses about the
electronic technology changes the way to produce, distribute and
create a renaissance in book culture. It helps readers to understand
the future development of the digital book. It also introduces how
to take the advantage of the electronic technology in design.

Book Name

ePublishing with InDesign CS6: Design and produce
digital publications for tablets, eReaders, smartphones,
and more

Author
Publisher
Date of Publication
Review

Burke, Pariah
Wiley, Somerset, NJ, USA
November, 2012
This book discusses the design and produce digital publications
for tablets, eReaders, smartphones, and more. It introduces new
functions and features in the Adobe InDesign CS6, such as the
ePublishing Suite. The book teaches readers how to build a digital
book in InDesign. It is an necessary and useful technical support
for designing a digital book.

Book Name

Interactive Design

Author
Publisher
Date of Publication
Review

Andy Pratt & Jason Nunes
Hoboken, NJ
2009
This book is an Introduction to the Theory and Application
of User-centered Design. It describes what the user experience
design is and how to make a good user experience design.
It helps readers understand what is interactive design, and what is
important for the user experience. It helped readers understand the
importance of the user-centered design.
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REVIEW OF LITERATURE
Book Name

Writing, illustrating and designing a printed and an
interactive book for children

Author
Date of Publication
Review

Ponce-Rivera, Sara
2006
This is a MFA thesis that illustrates how to create a interactive book
for children. It shows the cooperation in the interactive design,
motion as well as the audio integration. Since it is a book for
children, it put more emphasis on interactive design to draw
attention of children. It helpes readers to consider how to make
the design interactive in order to attract audiences.

Book Name

The Survival Guide of American Colleges for Chinese
Students

Author
Publisher
Date of Publication
Review

Lei, Zhao
China Broadcast Publisher
2009
This book provides very useful survival guides for those Chinese
students who are studying in the U.S. It not only describes detailed
information of preparation before departure, such as booking
flight tickets, baggage package, but it also provides many useful
guides for living in the USA. The content includes opening banking
account, buying insurance, college study, community life, cooking
and fitness. It is a very useful guidebook for those new students who
are going to study in the U.S. These suggestions are very helpful for
constructing the content and collecting detailed information
regarding study abroad.
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DESIGN INSPIRATION
The project started with design inspiration research into both digital
books and printed books, especially the guidebooks that are relevant
to international students. The research helped discovering what book
presentation formats should be avoided and what should be applied.
There are a lot of iBooks at the Apple Store. However, most of them
are still in the format of traditional books. They are presented on
digital devices, but the text and images make them no different from
traditionally printed books. As English is not the first language of the
audience, they would have problems reading a large amount of text
in English. Besides, it is hard for audiences to visualize things that
they have never experienced simply based on a text description.
However, visual materials, such as videos and animations, are more
interesting than pure text. Video footage is a very useful solution
when explaining complicated content. Videos, combine visuals
and audio that engages users’ multiple senses while reading.
Some of the book content such as the Lecture in the Academic
Chapter used video footage to present complex experiences.
Besides, the motion or animation content is a good presentation
format to draw audiences’ attraction. A short motion piece can be
refreshing, compared to long text paragraphs.
The research also helped with understanding that the application
of digital technology would improve the user experience.
The integration of interactive design gives users controls of the book,
which kept them engaged in the book content.
Secondly, the project was inspired from integrations of interactive
design in digital books nowadays. This book took advantage of
image sequences and made interesting interactions. It was designed
to allow users to swipe over the screen and view different scenes
of the sequences, while users may not notice they are viewing
a sequence of pictures. It was a useful application when showing
a scene in depth.
The integration of multimedia was inspired from the research of
multiple digital books. The video and audio were implemented
to help readers to understand complex content. This format also
entertains audiences and sustains their interest in the content.
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DESIGN PROCESS
Content
Research

Content research had been made before the design started.
There were two phases of research which helped with developing
the content of the book. The first step was to define the audience.
After the target audience had been set, it started collecting questions
from them. Questionnaires were created to ask the audience about
what they want to know and what they are mostly concerned about
attending colleges in the U.S. On-line resources was also used to
collect topics that audiences want to know.
The topics of greatest concern for the audiences were analyzed
and were divided into five main categories: Accommodations,
Transportation, Academics, Food and Dining, and
the Extracurricular Life.
The second phase of the research was to collect answers from RIT
Chinese students. Surveys were created to asked about what they
are studying and how are they doing at RIT, such as where they live,
how they commute, how they procure food, how their lectures are,
and how they spend their leisure time, etc. The survey also focused
on what they have experienced differently from what they had
expected before. It received thirty-five responses of the survey
from these volunteers. Finally, their commom choices were analyzed
to develop the content.
Accommodation

Dorms
Apartments
Houses

Transportation

Commute
Long Distance Travel

Academics

Lectures
Presentations
Electives

Food and Dining

On-campus dining
Restaurants
Cooking at Home

Extracurricular
Life

Clubs
Entertainment
Travel
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DESIGN PROCESS
Technical Support

Initially, the author planned to create the project in the Adobe
Dreamweaver or Flash, and then develop it to a mobile device App.
However, the thesis committee recommended the author to use the
new extension of InDesign—the Digital Publishing Suite, which is
a much easier, faster, and more successful route to complete a
interactive project in a timely manner as compared to the traditional
interactive programs. It is for presenting and publishing a digital
project using an iBook. It has default interaction settings so that
designers don’t have to code it. The Digital Publishing Suite also
allows designers to integrate videos and animations into the project.

Wireframes
and sketches

When it comes to design, the first thing is to build wireframes
of main book pages.
The design consistency had been a very important principle since
the design of the book started. The book has five main chapters
(parent-chapters), and each chapter has three or even more
subcontent (child-chapters). It would confuse readers if each page
had a totally different structure.
Therefore, each parent-chapter cover (Fig. 01) keeps a consistent
structure that follows the chapter name, subtitles of this chapter,
and a animation background.

Figure 01:
Wireframe of the
parent-chapter cover

Chapter name
Subtitles
Subtitles
Subtitles

Animation
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DESIGN PROCESS
Wireframes
and sketches

All child-chapter pages have unified structures (Fig. 02), too;
each of them has an image background with a description in
a short paragraph. The background image indicates the content
of the page; besides, there is a hidden paragraph that briefly explains
what each child-chapter is going to introduce on the next page.
The text only appears when users scroll up the text frame (Fig. 03),
which was designed to keep a clean interface.

Figure 02:
Wireframe of the
child-chapter cover

SUBTITLE

Picture

Scroll up to get text info

Figure 03:
Actions on the
parent-chapter cover
SUBTITLE

Scroll up to
get text info

Animation

Text Information

The page after the child-chapter page is the child-content page,
which has a detailed description of the subtitle. The presenting
format of each piece of child-content is different from each other;
based on the content, some of them are infographics and some
are videos or animations.
13

DESIGN PROCESS
Color Palettes

Each chapter needs diverse design so that users know where
they are. The structure was consistent, so five different color themes
were designed for each chapter. However, it kept the consistent
color palette throughout each chapter. Audiences can distinguish
each chapter by the color theme.
The Accommodation Chapter kept warm and pink-red colors,
which gave people the feeling of warmth, comfort and love.
Accommodation
The Accommodation Chapter kept warm pinky red colors,
which gave people the feeling of warm, comfortable and lovely.

Transportation
The Transportation Chapter introduced commute and transportation
modes, which should give audiences the idea of safe and green
transportation. So a clean, green theme was used.

Food and Dining
Orange and red are very popular choices of restaurants because
they cause a feeling of excitement. The Food and Dining Chapter
used an orange-red to indicate food.

Academics
The Academics Chapter applied blue color palettes, as the blue
palette has feelings of calm, care and practicality.
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DESIGN PROCESS
Color Palettes

Extracurricular Life
The Extracurricular Life Chapter applied green palettes, too;
these greens are warmer than the green palettes in the
Transportation Chapter. The warmer green palette gives people
feelings of happiness, ease, and leisure.

Chapter Cover
Design

Each parent-chapter cover has the chapter name, subtitles,
and background animation.
The cover of the Accommodation Chapter (Fig. 04) presents
the chapter’s title: Accommodation; and three subchapters’ titles:
Dorms, Apartments, and Houses. There are three objects in the
animation, and they clearly indicate the content: dorms, apartments,
and houses. The model of the dorm was inspired by the RIT
Residence Hall. The apartment and the house models were created
based on the common looks of each building.

Figure 04:
The cover of
the Accommodation
Chapter
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DESIGN PROCESS
Chapter Cover
Design

The Transportation chapter introduces the daily commute and the
long-distance travel transportation options. The cover animation
(Fig. 05) illustrates popular and common transportation modes
among Chinese international students, which are vehicles,
bicycles, buses, and planes.

Figure 05:
The cover of the
Transportation Chapter

The Food and Dining chapter explains the on-campus dining,
restaurants, and cooking at home. The chapter cover (Fig. 06)
animated some popular foods that Chinese international students
usually eat.
Figure 06:
The cover of the Food
and Dining Chapter
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DESIGN PROCESS
Chapter Cover
Design

The animation on the Academic Chapter cover (Fig. 07) presents
different kinds of teaching tools, such as a notebook, a calculator,
and a computer.

Figure 07:
The cover of the
Academic Chapter

The Extracurricular Life Chapter introduces on-campus clubs,
entertainment activities, and popular travel places. The cover
(Fig. 08) animation presents different elements of these activities
such as bowling, movies, and video games. The travel suitcases
and flights indicate travel activities.
Figure 08:
The cover of the
Extracurricular Life Chapter
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DESIGN PROCESS
Motion & Video

Motion and video are some of the mainly used formats in this book.
Motion pieces are widely applied, mostly on cover pages.
The book cover (Fig. 09-12) has a simple and short motion that
comparing different things between China and America, such as
food, activities, studies, and buildings. It indicates there are multiple
cultural and experience differences between these two countries.
It helps readers understand what this book is going to introduce.

Figure 09, 10, 11, 12:
Screenshots of the Cover
page motion

The video footage is applied when it introduces complex experience
that is hardly describing in words.
The example below (Fig. 13) is the Lecture page in the Academics
Chapter. There are a lot of classroom cultural differences between
China and America, such as in class participation and the classroom
environment. It would be hard to understand and visualize by reading
a description of the text. A video would be very helpful for audiences
to understand the American education style.
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DESIGN PROCESS
Motion & Video

Figure 13:
Screenshot of
the Lecture page in
the Academics Chapter
Another video piece (Fig. 14) is on the Presentation page in the
Academics Chapter. It imported a video footage of four Chinese
students presenting their work to the class. Audiences can see
and feel how the presentation is going and how students and
professors express their opinions.
Figure 14:
The Presentation page
in the Academics Chapter
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DESIGN PROCESS
Infographics

This book applies infographics on several pages when it intends to
present complex information such as data and numbers of multiple
choices. It uses visualization to present complex content in a quick
and clear way.
The example below (Fig. 15) is the Apartment page in the
Accommodation Chapter. There are options of on-campus
and off-campus apartments. It would be inappropriate to decide
which is the best choice for students. But it would be helpful to
present all popular options of Chinese international students,
and list their pros and cons for audiences to compare.

Figure 15:
The infographics design
on the Apartment page
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DESIGN PROCESS
Infographics

Another infographics example (Fig. 16) is the Travel page in the
Extracurricular Life Chapter. It illustrates famous travel destinations
on the map. It also shows different popular activities that Chinese
students enjoy doing in each destination. It is more visual than
introducing all these destinations by text and pictures descriptions
on a long page.

Figure 16:
The infographics design
on the Travel page

Figure 17:
The infographics design
on the Entertainment page

The Entertainment page in the Extracurricular Life Chapter takes
the advantage of the infographics, too (Fig. 17). In this example,
it shows percentages of five popular entertainment activities that
RIT Chinese students enjoy. It also compares the different opinions
between those Chinese students in China and in the U.S.
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DESIGN PROCESS
Interactive Design

There were different kinds of interactive formats in the book. The first
method took advantage of image sequences. Creating the image
sequence needs incorporation of three pieces of software. It was
initially edited in After Effects and exported as a video, then imported
into Photoshop and then exported as image sequences. The last
step was to import and edit them in InDesign.
The Dorm page (Fig. 18-21) in the Accommodation chapter
applies image sequences of a 360-degree view of the dorm.
Users can swipe left and right, as if they are controlling a camera,
to get a detailed view of the dorm.

Figure 18, 19, 20, 21:
Screenshots of the
360-degree view motion
on the Dorms page

The Houses page (Fig. 22-23) in the Accommodation Chapter
applied the same technique of controlling image sequences.
Users can zoom-in or zoom-out to see the exterior and the interior
of the house.
Figure 22, 23:
Screenshots of the
zoom-in motion on the
Houses page
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DESIGN PROCESS
Interactive Design

Figure 24, 25:
Screenshots of
the zoom-in motion
on the Houses page
Another type of interactive is ‘show and hide’. The first example
is the Travel page (Fig. 26-29) in the Extracurricular Life chapter.
There is different information in each of the four different areas.
It was designed to show the detailed information of only one area
at each time, otherwise, the page would be full and busy.
Users can click-on the buttons on the map to change the area
and view different information.
Figure 26, 27, 28, 29:
Screenshots of
the interactive content
on the Travel page

The second example (Fig. 30) is on the Electives page in
the Academics chapter. It shows nine different elective classes,
and each class has a three-photo’s slide. Users can click-on
the button to view or hide the text introduction for each class.
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DESIGN PROCESS
Interactive Design

Figure 30:
Screenshot of
the interactive content
on the Electives page
in the Academics Chapter
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DESIGN PROCESS
Other Screenshots

The Content page (Fig. 31) which lists all chapters.

Figure 31:
The Content page
of the book

The cover of the Dorms page in the Accommodation Chapter
(Fig. 32, 33).
Figure 32, 33:
The child-chapter cover
of the Dorms page

The cover of the Commute page in the Transportation Chapter
(Fig. 34-35).
Figure 34, 35:
The child-chapter cover
of the Commute page
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IMPLEMENTATION
Working in
Adobe Illustrator

All sketches and graphics were initially created in the Adobe
Illustrator (Fig. 36-40). Some of these were imported to the Adobe
After Effects to be animated while some were directly pasted to
the Adobe InDesign file.

Figure 36:
Screenshot of the vector
files in the Adobe
Illustrator artboard

Figure 37:
Screenshot of the vector
files in the Adobe Illustrator
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IMPLEMENTATION
Working in
Adobe Illustrator

Figure 38:
Screenshot of the vector
files in the Adobe Illustrator
Figure 39:
Screenshot of the vector
files in the Adobe Illustrator

Figure 40:
Screenshot of the vector
files in the Adobe Illustrator
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IMPLEMENTATION
Working in
Adobe After Effects

These screenshots (Fig. 41-45) showed the process of working
in Adobe After Effects. Vector files were imported from the Adobe
Illustrator to the After Effects. These were edited, animated and
finally exported to mp4 files or png image sequences.

Figure 41:
Working process of
the Transportation cover
page in the After Effects

Figure 42:
Working process of
the Transportation cover
page in the After Effects
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IMPLEMENTATION
Working in
Adobe After Effects

Figure 43:
Screenshot of working
in the Adobe After Effects
Figure 44:
Working process of
the animated infographics
in the Adobe After Effects

Figure 45:
Working process of
the animated infographics
in the Adobe After Effects
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IMPLEMENTATION
Working in
Adobe InDesign

The entire book was built in Adobe InDesign. There were nine
separate InDesign files created: the book cover page, the instruction
page, the Content page, five main chapters, and the credit page.
The interactive part was built in InDesign, too. Its new Digital
Publishing Suite has a Folio Overlay panel, which has different kinds
of interaction settings (Fig. 46-50).

Figure 46:
Working process of the
Navigation page
in the Adobe InDesign

Figure 47:
Working process of the
Electives page in the
Adobe InDesign
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IMPLEMENTATION
Working in
Adobe InDesign

Figure 48:
Working process of the
Travel page in the
Adobe InDesign
Figure 49:
Working process of the
Entertainment page in
the Adobe InDesign

Figure 50:
Working process of the
Cooking page in the
Adobe InDesign
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IMPLEMENTATION
Interactions in
Adobe InDesign

The interactive part was built in the InDesign too. Its new extension
Digital Publishing Suite has a Folio Overlays panel, which has
different kinds of interaction settings (Fig. 51-54).

Figure 51, 52, 53, 54:
Working process of editing
and adding interactions
in the Adobe InDesign
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IMPLEMENTATION
Interactions in
Adobe InDesign

The book publishing was done in the Folio Builder panel. The first
step was to create a new folio (picture 55, 56), and then uploaded
all InDesign files to this folio (Fig. 57, 58).

Figure 55, 56:
Screenshots of creating
the New Folio
in the Folio Builder

Figure 57, 58:
Uploading content
in the Folio Builder
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PROBLEM SOLVING
Content Building

Since this is a book regarding those Chinese international students
who attend college at RIT, it couldn’t present the content only based
on the author’s or any other single student’s experience.
The content should be based on the experiences of a large group
of students. A large amount of time was spent on finding and
interviewing Chinese students who would be willing to answer
the survey. Another problem was that every student has different
experiences and opinions about each topic. Results were analyzed,
while unnecessary information was filtered. Finally, the content were
developed from common choices of those students.

Design Variety &
Consistency

Since the book presented a large amount of information, it was very
important to keep it consistent and avoid confusing audiences.
However, a changeless design pattern would be boring for users
and audiences. The integration of the multimedia should help the
user experience and attract the audience’s attention. However,
including too much video or required interaction could distract
audiences from the most critical information to which they should
pay attention. These issues were solved by user experience surveys.
Surveys were distributed on each phase of design process to help
improve the user experience.

Technical Issues

The Digital Publishing Suite (DPS) is a complete solution to create,
distribute, monetize, and optimize engaging content and
publications for tablet devices. However, it is a newly developed
program for digital book creation that was new to the author.
When the project started, it had to explore unknown functions
of this new technique at the same time. In terms of the interactive
design of this program, since it has default settings for interactive
functions, designers are not able to create complicated interactions.
These interaction settings limited the design and the function.
After discussed these technical issues with Chris Jackson, who was
one of the thesis committee members. He was going to introduce
the Digital Publishing Suite in his next lecture. The lecture introduced
what and how to implement mainly interactive functions with
this new program. It helped the author to learn the key aspects
required to create the digital book.
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SUMMARY
Usability testing

After 90% of the project was completed, the author visited
the Chinese Cultural Club at RIT. They offered the author
the opportunity to present my book to students at their Mid-autumn
Festival Party. Approximately 95% of them agree the book presents
what life and study is like at RIT. However, there were 50% of them
who thought it was confusing to navigate the book at the beginning;
40% of them didn’t even notice the interaction part on a few pages.
It was because they skipped the instruction page, which is actually
quite important as it presents users all the gestures required to
navigate through and interact with the book. Students also
suggested adding links to RIT website such as on the dorm
introduction and on-campus clubs pages. People would see
updates of information on RIT official website by clicking the link.

Refinement

The author realized that it is not enough to provide interactive
gesture hints only on the instruction page, so the author added
descriptions and hints on every page that has interactive actions.

Audience feedback

At the second phase, the author sent the book link to students
who were applying to RIT at that time. There are two on-line groups
dedicated to Chinese students at RIT. They were discussing and
asking questions about RIT at that time. The author got positive
feedback from 20 of them. Prospective students thought my book
gave them a lot of important information. The book content helped
them to visualize how what RIT is like, such as the classrooms,
the campus environment and student’s lives. It helped them to
decide if they wanted to apply to RIT or not.
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CONCLUSION
The project focused on the informative design, which aimed to
provide audiences instructional information about RIT.
At the beginning of this project, it took an amount of time to do
the investigation regarding what necessary information should be
presented to audiences in the book. During the information
collection and the development of the content, it taught the author
how to analyze results and how to build the information architecture.
Instead of applying the print media, this thesis project aimed to
explore the combination of cross-media digital design. There were
various visual designs integrated with the book, which focused
on information design, motion graphics, and interactive design.
The combination of designs gives audiences multi-sensory
experiences, which aimed to provide audiences a visualization
of what life as a student may be like on the RIT Campus.
There were usability tests at each phase of the progress to provide
audiences a user-friendly design. The book taught the auther how to
get feedback and how to communicate with an audience to create
an immersive interactive environment for users. It helped the author
understand the importance of the user experience in designing an
interactive project. It also explored how to benefit from the feedback
and how to improve the user experience.
The author explored a new program. Instead of coding the
interactive project with Adobe Dreamweaver or Flash, the author
learned how to take advantages of new functions that made it easier
to accomplish the project. The author also learned how to
incorporate different programs, such as Illustrator, After Effects,
InDesign, and the Digital Publishing Suite.
This digital book has been published and posted in the RIT Chinese
Students’ Association. It has received positive feedbacks from them.
The book has helped Chinese students who are considering RIT
to visualize what life is like as an international student at RIT.
The comments and feedbacks also reflected that the book content
helped the audiences be prepared to confront difficulties as
international students.
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APPENDIX

Copy of the thesis proposal
Surveys
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THESIS PROPOSAL
Situation Analysis
The numbers of Chinese students who are attending Rochester
Institute of Technology (RIT) in the United States (U.S.) has been
dramatically increasing in past few years. There are still a great
number of potential Chinese students who are interested in the
education and the adventure of studying at RIT.
The potential for a greater number of Chinese students is very real,
yet RIT has not published any official guidebooks or brochures
that present the international students’ lives at RIT. Usually, many
of these Chinese students consult with agencies regarding an
education at RIT. While others have to find other avenues of
information such as the Internet and travel guides.
However, the Internet is not always very accurate; and as a result,
many of these seekers receive out-of-date information and even a
distorted perception of life as an RIT student in the U.S.
A case study is proposed to design a guidebook so that Chinese
students would have credible information as well as real life
situations as experienced by presenting Chinese students who are
presently studying at RIT. In order to achieve this, it was, first of all,
necessary to gather information from international students’
guidebooks from various educational institutions. However, simple
text information, which is the most common format of guidebooks,
does not describe the complex and diverse experiences of
studying in the U.S.
Instead of another traditional printed book or brochure, a digital
interactive media design is considered. As digital books are
portable, they give readers the ability to read anytime or anywhere.
Today’s technologies allow designers to make dynamic digital
books. The use of multi-media will allow readers to have multiple
sensory experiences as they are reading. It will provide audiences
a better visualization and understanding of what life as a student
may be like on the RIT Campus.
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Problem Statement
For the thesis, a design of an interactive digital book that presents
experiences of Chinese students who are attending RIT is proposed.
This book will explore a new format of the digital book that gives
audiences multiple senses of experience in reading. It will be
a combination of multimedia that includes text, audio, video,
animation and interactivity. The book will be a cross-field design
that integrated graphic design, motion graphics, interactive design
and digital video.
The goal of the multimedia integration is to help people visualize
what the life as a student can be like in the U.S. at RIT.
Specifically, this thesis aims to explore these problems:

1 Will the book give audiences a better understanding what life
could involve if they choose to study in the U.S.?

2 Will the book assist Chinese international students in preparing
for their life in the U.S.?

3 Will a good graphic design boost audiences’ interest in the
content and the readability of the book?

4 Will the interactive design help the users navigate through the book?
5 Will the video integration give audiences an accurate visualization
of the Chinese students’ lives at RIT?

This book will not only present the benefits of studying in the U.S.,
but it will also introduce the difficulties and problems of being
an international student in the U.S. It will incorporate multimedia;
including text, image, audio and video, into this digital book in order
to present readers a multiple sensory experience which would help
them to understand a realistic life of Chinese students in the U.S.
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Review of Literature
Book Name

Look, cook, learn: a recipe for improved functionality
in cooking design Review

Author
Date of Publication
Review

Anna Mizer
November 2011
This is a MFA thesis that explores the relationship and differences
between print media and digital media. It illustrates the importance
of the user experience in the book design. It helps readers to learn
how to build the book content structure. It also teaches readers
the information layering, visual layout, and consumer expectations
in the book design.

Book Name

iRead: An Application for Enhanced Reader Navigation on
eReading Tablet Devices

Author
Date of Publication
Review

Sarah Elizabeth Fedigan
May 20, 2011
This article compares the different ways between designing
the traditional print book and the e-book. The project entails three
phases: graphic design, interactive design, and website design.
It gives readers a specific guideline to do my project. It also helps
readers understand how to do a digital book differently from printed
one in researching, writing proposal and designing a digital book.

Book Name

Making a digital book: art, computers, design,
& the production of The Great Central Valley
--California’s heartland

Author
Publisher
Date of Publication
Review

Johnson, Stephen
1993
This article discusses about the process of the author designing
a digital book called The Great Central Valley. It cooperates design,
creation of graphics, sizing photographs, reflowing text, adapting
to new technologies, photographic scanning, restoration, and color
separation in the book. It helps readers understand how to layout
texts and images content.
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Book Name

Digital book design and publishing

Author
Publisher
Date of Publication
Review

Holleley, Douglas
Elmira Heights, N.Y.
2001
This book describes photographs of exemplary artists books
from United States, Australia and Europe. It discusses about the
electronic technology changes the way to produce, distribute and
create a renaissance in book culture. It helps readers to understand
the future development of the digital book. It also introduces how
to take the advantage of the electronic technology in design.

Book Name

ePublishing with InDesign CS6: Design and produce
digital publications for tablets, eReaders, smartphones,
and more

Author
Publisher
Date of Publication
Review

Burke, Pariah
Wiley, Somerset, NJ, USA
November, 2012
This book discusses the design and produce digital publications
for tablets, eReaders, smartphones, and more. It introduces new
functions and features in the Adobe InDesign CS6, such as the
ePublishing Suite. The book teaches readers how to build a digital
book in InDesign. It is an necessary and useful technical support
for designing a digital book.

Book Name

Interactive Design

Author
Publisher
Date of Publication
Review

Andy Pratt & Jason Nunes
Hoboken, NJ
2009
This book is an Introduction to the Theory and Application
of User-centered Design. It describes what the user experience
design is and how to make a good user experience design.
It helps readers understand what is interactive design, and what
is important for the user experience. It helped readers understand
the importance of the user-centered design.
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Book Name

Writing, illustrating and designing a printed and
an interactive book for children

Author
Date of Publication
Review

Ponce-Rivera, Sara
2006
This is a MFA thesis that illustrates how to create a interactive
book for children. It shows the cooperation in the interactive design,
motion as well as the audio integration. Since it is a book for
children, it put more emphasis on interactive design to draw
attention of children. It helpes readers to consider how to make
the design interactive in order to attract audiences.

Book Name

The Survival Guide of American Colleges for Chinese
Students

Author
Publisher
Date of Publication
Review

Lei, Zhao
China Broadcast Publisher
2009
This book provides very useful survival guides for those Chinese
students who are studying in the U.S. It not only describes detailed
information of preparation before departure, such as booking
flight tickets, baggage package, but it also provides many useful
guides for living in the USA. The content includes opening banking
account, buying insurance, college study, community life, cooking
and fitness. It is a very useful guidebook for those new students
who are going to study in the U.S. These suggestions are very
helpful for constructing the content and collecting detailed
information regarding study abroad.
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Methodological design
Target Audiences

This book will be presented on digital devices especially for iPod.
It will be an integration of graphic design, interactive design and
motion graphics. The target audiences are those potential Chinese
students who are going to study at RIT and Chinese people who
are curious about studying in the U.S.

Survey

At the beginning of this project, questionnaires will be created to
ask target audiences about what topics they are mostly concerned.
On-line resources, such as the RIT Chinese students association
discussion group (Fig. 01), will be used to inquire topics that
audiences want to know.

Figure 01:
Screenshot of the topic
collection at RIT Chinese
student association
on-line discussion group
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Survey

The second phase of this research will be collecting information
from RIT Chinese students. Surveys (Fig. 02) will be distributed to
get responses from RIT Chinese students based on audiences’
common concerns and popular topics. Then the results will be
analyzed to develop the book content.

Figure 02:
Copy of the survey
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Implementation strategies
This project will be a multimedia integrated design, so it needs
technical and software support. The book will be built in Adobe
InDesign. Motion graphics will be created in Adobe After Effects,
and videos will be edited in Adobe Premiere. The interactive content
and integration part will be finished in InDesign’ extension program,
the Digital Publishing Suite.

Dissemination
A blog website will be created in the Wordpress in order to post
and update the thesis progress.
The project will be presented at the Imagine RIT event in order to
get feedback concerning the usability.
The book will be introduced to the RIT International Students Office,
for use by newly enrolled Chinese students.

Evaluation plan
The feedback will be both qualitative and quantitative. Since this
book is a digital project, it is easy to distribute to audiences as
compared to the printed one. Volunteers will be selected to test the
project concerning the usability. Improvements will be made based
on feedbacks from analyzed usability results.

Pragmatic considerations
No budget is needed for publish and distribution as the project will
be presented on digital device. However, a budget is needed for
each research and progress phase, such as,
Software plug-ins and support: 100$
Printing costs for surveys and distributions: 100$
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SURVEYS
Phase 1 survey

Questions for target
audiences

1 General Information
2 Are you considering or interested in studying in the U.S.?
3 If yes, what topics are you would you want to know before you
come?
4 Do you think it would be easy for you to get used to study in
America? Why
5 What are you concerns about going to living and studying in the
United State?
6 What information do you need to help you get ready for RIT before
you come?
7 What kind of life would you expect to experience at RIT?

Phase 2 survey
Questions for
RIT Chinese students

Accommodation
Where do you live? In your opinion, what are pros and cons of your
housing?
Food and Dining
How do you deal with the dining everyday? Do you cook or eat at
restaurant? Or others?
Transportation
1 How do you commute from campus to home?
2 What’s your choice when you are considering a long distance trip?
In your opinion, what are differences between the traffic
3 in China and the U.S.?
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SURVEYS
Phase 2 survey
Questions for RIT
Chinese students

Academics
1 Do you get used to the RIT education system?
2 What have you experienced differently between in China
and the U.S.?
3 What do you like and what do you dislike?
Extracurricular Life
1 Where do you usually hang out with friends?
2 What do you usually do when you have a long break?
3 Have you traveled any places in the U.S.? If yes, where are they,
and what did you enjoyed there?
General
1 Is there any other topic(s) you would like to add to the book?
2 What do you think would be difficult for international students to
get used to?
3 What thing(s) have you experienced differently in China and in the
U.S.?

User Test Survey
Questions for RIT
Chinese Students

Book content:
1 Is the book content interested to you?
2 Does the content well structured? Is it clear or confused for you?
3 Do you think the content would help new international students
at RIT?
4 Would you recommend the book to your (Chinese) friends?
5 Do you have other comments or suggestions?
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User Test Survey
Questions for
General Public

Usability test:
1 Have you ever used iBooks before?
2 Is the interaction clear to navigate?
3 If not, what is it?
4 Have you ever lost or got confused on some pages?
If yes, what are they?
5 How would you rate the usability of the book?
6 Do you have other comments or suggestions?
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